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Article
Can Teachers Be Warm Demanders During the Pandemic?
by Chris Cubic
Teachers being warm demanders is considered the ideal in education:. teachers
communicate warmth at the same time that they hold high standards for their students.
This article shares the belief that teachers can still be warm demanders during the
pandemic but it will look different. There must be more focus on the warmth that is
conveyed. Article:
https://www.edutopia.org/article/can-teachers-be-warm-demanders-during-pandemic?ut
m_content=linkpos3&utm_campaign=weekly-2021-03-10&utm_source=edu-legacy&utm_m
edium=email

Quick Tip
From The Trauma-Informed Educators Network Facebook page: A college professor
decided to help one of his students who shared about having PTSD. He gave her some
sticky notes to use when she didn’t want to be called on due to experiencing a flashback,
panic attack, and/or an episode of dissociation. The student placed the sticky note on
her desk when her mental state prevented her from participating, and she removed it
when the episode had passed and she was ready to re-engage with the class.
Video
Lessons from Lucy Laney Elementary School
The trauma-informed newsletter will focus on a series of videos that were done about
Lucy Laney Elementary School in Minneapolis, MN. This video focuses on the last day of
school. Thank you to Morgan Bastin, school counselor at South Grove, for finding these
great videos about Lucy Laney Elementary School! Although the trauma-informed
practices are implemented at an elementary school, they are applicable to all grade
levels. These videos were done in 2017.

“Lessons from Lucy Laney: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Peha6VtTC9Q

This screenshot is from a webinar with Dr. Lori Desautels in which she explains why
children in pain don’t hear us when they are under stress. It is due to an actual physical
reaction in their middle ear which makes it impossible for them to hear verbal

communication. If we took this physical reaction into consideration, how would it change
how we respond to students when they are in distress? What would we do differently?
How would we meet their needs in this moment?

